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ABSTRACT. The constraints on business process applications in terms of automation and reusability makes their development a challenging issue. To manage the variety of business process requirements, agile methods are required. Classically, business processes are implemented in a static way, what makes any evolution costly to realize. To cope with those needs, we propose the use of Web services to implement business processes. Web services and the designed business processes are stored in ontologies. An efficient multi-criteria service selection algorithm performs a semantic matching between the ontologies. It selects the most appropriate Web services among the existing ones for implementing a business process. This algorithm considers the business context, functional and QoS properties of the Web services. The user is asked for weights on QoS attributes. WordNet is integrated to solve the synonym problems. To be closer to reality and for more accurate results, our algorithm takes into account the changing values of QoS over time.
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1. Introduction

A business process is an activity (task) or set of activities that accomplish a specific organizational goal. Activities are linked together and are executed following a pre-defined order. Business tasks can be manual tasks, service tasks, script tasks or even sub processes. A business process may realize a business goal of a single organization or of a group of organizations. Legacy systems that implement enterprise business processes reach some limitations regarding nowadays ongoing business changes. Enterprises evolve in a highly dynamic environment with fast mutations. Depending on their size, their complexity, the number of partners involved, need change, these systems may rapidly become difficult to maintain, inefficient, and consequently costly. Too stay competitive, enterprises need solutions designed to give the agility to cope with ongoing changes. Newer technologies and more efficient methods to perform business tasks are required. The modeling of business processes (BPM) is a step in the improvement of business performances. The modeling intends to represent enterprise processes with the aim of optimizing the efficiency of connecting activities in the provision of products or services. Different business process modeling languages exist including Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [1], Petri Net [2], Workflow, Unified Modeling Language (UML), Petri Net Modeling Language, Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) and Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). Each language provides different notions, syntax, and complexity for modeling a business process. Web services have been an opportunity, caught by many organizations, to modernize and transform their legacy systems. This technology provides a mean to migrate and to externalize core business logic and competencies. A Web service, as defined by the W3C, is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. Functions available throughout an organization are presented through standard-based services within a Service a Service Orients Architecture (SOA). Any internal or external application can then consume them. In this work, we couple the expressiveness power of BPM with the agility of SOA in a unified and valuable framework called BPMNSemAuto. BPMN is in charge of expressing the required business processes. SOA concentrates on the available functionalities and on the way they are exposed to different applications susceptible to invoke them. The management of business processes tends to be even more valuable if it can be automated, and if the processes are fueled by the most accurate and up-to-date available services. The automatization allows the user defining a process flow and generating the complete working system. Unfortunately, current SOA technologies only allows manual keyword Web services search. To cope with this challenge, we introduce semantics within our framework. Business processes as well as Web services are described by ontologies [3-7]. An automatic reasoning for ontology matching is then possible to find appropriate Web services. This selection step is a crucial activity within SOA. Candidate services with similar functionalities are numerous. They are developed by different providers using their own vocabularies to name the services, their operations and parameters. The challenge is to select the most satisfactory services who will implement the business tasks. Quality of Service (QoS) is also a criteria in the selection process. It is an
important non-functional aspect used to differentiate functionally similar Web services. QoS embodies response time, execution time, availability, reliability, security, number of call… Some QoS properties can change over time. For example, from one call to another, execution time may increase or decrease for various reasons. This brings a dynamic aspect important to be considered. Note that for the selection process, users can be asked for their requirements on QoS. Web service selection is a research issue that has triggered a large body of work since the early 2000s. Selection algorithms take into account one or a combination among the business context (keywords expressing the category of a Web service), the functional and non-functional (QoS) properties [8-17]. But to our knowledge, none of the existing works consider the changing value of QoS over time. Our work is in this line. We propose a multi-criteria service selection algorithm relying on three criteria. The first one is the context; the context specified by the user is compared with keywords extracted from the category’s name, the category’s description and the name of a Web service. The second one is the functional properties; required parameters of a business task are compared with parameters of available Web services in terms of number, name and data type. The use of Wordnet1 solves synonym problems. The third one is QoS attributes; we consider availability, execution time and number of calls. Note that we introduce the QoS properties in the ontology that we designed to describe the Web services.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, “Background”, gives fundamental information about Business Process Modeling and Web services Description. In Section 3, “Framework Overview”, an overview of BPMNSemAuto is presented. Section 4 “Semantic Representation of User’ Requirements” is dedicated to the modeling of the user needs. In Section 5, “Semantic Web Service Selection”, a detailed and thorough presentation of the selection algorithm is provided. The paper is ended by a conclusion and an introduction to the future works.

2. Background

2.1. Business Process Modeling

Business process modeling is based on two dominant formalisms, graph-based and rule-based [18]. The rule-based is grounded by the formal logic. The graphical approach provides a graphical interface enabling users to model their business processes in an intuitive way. This is undoubtedly an asset which makes it far more popular than the rule-based approach. In [18], the authors conduct a comparison study based on different criteria between several graph-based and rule-based business process modeling. Among the graphical modeling, BPMN seems to be the one that provides the greatest ease of use for business users. BPMN was presented as a standard in 2004 by the Object Management Group. It bridges the gap between the design and implementation of business processes. The primary goal of BPMN is

1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu
to provide a notation that is readily understandable by all business users, from the business analysts that create the initial drafts of the processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who will manage and monitor those processes. The BPMN specifications divide the business process elements into four categories: (i) Flow objects that define the behaviors of a business process. A flow object can be an event, an activity or a gateway; (ii) Connecting objects that connect two flow objects or a flow object with other resources. There are three types of connecting objects: sequence flow, message flow and association; (iii) Swimlanes that group the primary modeling elements. There are two kinds of swimlanes, pool and lane; (iv) Artifacts allow to provide additional information about the process. They are categorized into three sub-groups: processed data, group of activities and annotations. Two or many business tasks are linked to each other by gateways (parallel, inclusive, exclusive, complex and event based gateway). The version 2 of BPMN was released in 2011. It has around 100 different modeling constructs, including 51 event types, 8 gateway types, 7 data types, 4 types of activities, 6 activity markers, 7 task types, 4 flow types, pools, lanes, etc [19].

2.2. Web Services Description

In order to be discovered and used, Web services are published by providers to UDDI registries. The registries host three types of information. The first one describes the enterprises and the services that they supply. The second one describes logical sets of Web services and their categories; it provides a textual description and the objectives of the services. The third one is the technical information necessary to invoke a Web service. The registry maintains pointers to the Web service description. Currently, the Web services description is based on the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) standard. WSDL specifies functional and non-functional properties. The functional properties describe the operations that a service exposes with their input and output parameters. Parameters are described by their name and datatype. Non-functional properties concern the location of the service, the communication protocol and the data format specifications. Others solutions have been proposed that enrich the descriptions with semantics. Indeed, WSDL providing only syntactical information, it lacks the semantic expressivity needed to represent the Web Services capabilities. This situation can lead to possible misinterpretation. Semantics is introduced by using ontologies that support shared vocabularies and allow automatic reasoning. The Semantic Web service field includes substantial bodies of work through three conceptual approaches, Ontology Web Language for Services (OWL-S) [20], the Web Services Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [21], Semantic Annotation for WSDL (SAWSDL) and WSDL-Semantic (WSDL-S). OWL-S and WSMO adopt a top-down perspective. The semantics is described independently of the service development. It is grounded with the corresponding WSDL description. SAWSDL and WSDL-S adopt a bottom-up approach where the WSDL file is enriched with semantic information. Some proposals can be find in the literature to add QoS attributes to the descriptions.
3. Framework overview

BPMNSemAuto is composed of four modules. A complete description of BPMNSemAuto is available in [22]. The four modules are represented in Fig. 1 with their internal interactions as well as the interactions with users.

The “Existing SOA infrastructure” module 2, Fig. 2, represents the pool of the available Web services published by service providers in the registry UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration). The Web services are grabbed from registries in order to be stored in an ontology called WSOnto. In [22], we described the details about the data completion and the structure of WSOnto. The specificity of WSOnto is its ability in storing the QoS features of Web services, along with their functional properties and their description.

The “Semantic Representation of Users Requirements” module (Module 1) captures the user needs and transform them into an ontology of business process called BPOnto. This part is detailed in the following section.

In the fourth module (Fig.3), “Implementation of Business Application”, the Semantic Matching Engine performs a matching between BPOnto and WSOnto ontologies. The service selection is the responsibility of the Service Selector”. It finds the most appropriate Web services corresponding to the business tasks. The service composition is done by the Service Compositor. The goal is to create a composite service when no atomic service can satisfy the requirements of the user. This module finally generates the executable business process with the Business Process Transformer. The executable application is accessible through the User Interface. In the following, we focus on the Service Selector.
The third module “BPMN Specifications” stores the specifications of BPMN 2.0. They are used to validate the designed business process of the user.

4. Business process requirements

The ultimate goal of this module is to represent the user needs under the form of an ontology. This ontology will be matched with the WSOnto ontology in order to find appropriate Web services able to implement the desired business tasks. The architecture of the module and the steps towards the semantic representation of the users’ requirements are illustrated by Fig. 4. The module is composed of two parts, a User interface and a Semantic Transformer.

4.1. Design of a business process

A business process is first designed by using any support business process modeling tools such as Activiti\(^2\) or JDeveloper\(^3\). For each business task, users must provide a textual description in terms of inputs, outputs, and context as keywords. The input and output parameters are represented by the couple (variable-name, variable-value). The context is defined by a set of keywords that describe the business task. Fig. 5 illustrates a business process of sending an email, and the description of each task. The first task is the authentication task with two input parameters (username and password), one output parameter (authentication) and a context defined by the keywords, “authentication” and “login”. The second task is the sending of the email; it contains three input parameters (address of the sender,

\(^2\) http://activiti.org
\(^3\) http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/developer-tools/jdev/overview/index.html
address of the receiver and the content of the email), and one output parameter (reply).

Fig. 5. A business process contains two tasks with attached information

The output of this step is an XML file describing the designed business process and its business tasks.

4.2. User interface

The User Interface allows the user to input the XML file generated by the previous step. At this point, the user is invited to specify the weights of the QoS attributes (availability, execution-time, total number of calls for each service).

4.3. Semantic transformer

The Semantic Transformer generates the BPOnto ontology that represents the designed business process of user. It takes as input the XML file that has been specified during the previous step. This task is performed by using an existing XSLT transformation which generates the BPOnto ontology in turtle format, based on the BPMN 2.0 ontology proposed in [23]. BPMN 2.0 ontology is an ontology that defines the specifications of BPMN 2.0.

4.4. Business process validation

In order to be sure that the generated business processes are executable, a validation process is performed on BPOnto. An ontology reasoner is used to detect whether the designed business process diagram is constructed with respect to the specifications of BPMN 2.0. In the current version of the framework, Pellet [24], FaCT++ [25] or Hermit reasoners can be used.

5. Semantic Matching for service selection

The semantic matching between BPOnto and WSOnto, Fig. 6, takes place after the business process validation. During the matching, the service selection algorithm looks for correspondences between each business tasks and each stored Web services. It provides a list of the most appropriate Web services.
5.1. Context matching

The context of the user is matched with the keywords attached to each Web service and service’s category in WSOnto. It is a similarity measure between two strings. Wordnet is integrated in the process to detect the synonyms. If at least one match is found, the process is considered to be successful.

5.2. Functional matching

The functional matching is the process of comparing respectively the inputs and the outputs of the users with the inputs and the outputs of the Web service’s operations. Three types of comparison are performed. The first one is the number of inputs and outputs. The second one is a string comparison between the name of the inputs and between the name of the outputs. The third one is a string comparison between the data types. Fig. 8 illustrates the score calculation of one input or output. The notation “Nb” refers to the number of inputs or outputs. “Equal” means that the user’ request and the considered Web service’s operation have the same number of inputs (respectively outputs). “Less” means that the user’ request has less inputs (respectively outputs) than the considered Web service’s operation. “More” means that the user’ request has more inputs (respectively outputs) than the considered Web service’s operation. The notation “String” means that we perform a string matching. For the matching of the number of parameters, in both cases (input and output), “Equal” has the highest score. It is considered as the perfect match. We consider the “More” case as more satisfying than the “Less” case. For the name and...
data type string matching, two situations are considered, the equality and the non-equality.

Fig. 8. Scoring method in the functional matching.

For each input or output, there is a minimum score, an acceptable score and a maximum score. The process of calculating the score for inputs and outputs is the same. The minimum score for one input is equal to 1; this happens when the name and data type of the input do not match and the number of inputs of the user is less than the number of inputs of the service’s operation. The acceptable score acceptable score range is defined in (1).

\[
\text{Range} = [(1+4\times(Nb\_inputs+Nb\_outputs)) \div (3+4(Nb\_inputs+Nb\_outputs))] \quad (1)
\]

5.3. QoS score

The score for the QoS attributes (SCORENFS) is obtained from the score of the aggregate percentage change (SCOREAPC) plus the score of the utility function (SCOREUF) at the time t=0; equation (6).

The SCORENFS is calculated in five steps, as followed.

Step 1: Calculate the utility function by using the equation (2). This utility function is proposed in [25] for calculating the QoS value.

\[
UF = \sum_{i=1}^{\alpha} w_i \times \left( \frac{d_i}{\sigma_d} \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{\beta} w_j \times \left( 1 - \frac{q_j - \mu_j}{\sigma_j} \right) \quad (2)
\]

Where:
- \(\alpha\): the number of QoS attributes that are required to maximize their value;
- \(\beta\): the number of QoS attributes that are required to minimize their value;
- \(w\): the weight of QoS attributes (0 < w_i, w_j < 1) and \(\sum_{i=1}^{\alpha} w_i + \sum_{j=1}^{\beta} w_j = 1\);
- \(\mu\): the average value;
- \(\sigma\): the standard deviation of QoS attributes for all service candidates;
- \(\alpha + \beta\): the total number of QoS attributes;
- \(q\): QoS value.

Step 2: Calculate the percentage change (PC) values of the QoS values of a Web service that changes over n time gaps (t_0 to t_{n-1}). The formula to calculate the percentage change value is defined in equations (3). The PC allows to consider the variation of a QoS value of a Web service over times. The PC value describes how much a value is changed compared to its previous value. The time here refers to the
time when the process for calculating the QoS value was run. The granularity of the
time gap can be the week or the month depending on the companies’ choice. The
Web services can be created in different times. Therefore, to compare between two
Web services, only the last n numbers of time gaps are considered when calculating
the percentage change value.

\[ PC = \frac{new\_value}{old\_value} - 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Step 3: Calculate the aggregate percentage change (APC) value of each Web service
over the last n numbers of time gaps; equation (4).

\[ APC = PC_{t01} + PC_{t12} + \cdots + PC_{t\text{-}2\text{n}\text{-}1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Step 4: Calculate the QoS score (SCORE\text{NFS}), using the equation (5). For all the
Web services that validate the context matching and whose functional score is in the
range defined in (1), the non-functional score is calculated (Fig. 9). The calculation
is done at the service operation level.

The \text{SCORE}_{\text{APC}} is equal to the value of APC and the \text{SCORE}_{\text{UF}} is calculated as
defined in the Fig. 9.

\[ \text{SCORE}_{\text{NFS}} = \text{SCORE}_{\text{APC}} + \text{SCORE}_{\text{UF}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

6. Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we present a proposition for realizing business processes by
leveraging the Web service paradigm. Our proposition makes use of ontologies to
represent the business processes as well as the set of available Web services. Those
choices allow to cope with two major challenges faced by companies: the agility of
the applications to manage ongoing changes and the automation of the processes.
Business processes are designed using the well-known standard modeling notation,
BPMN. A transformation of the designed business processes results in an ontology
expressing the user needs. The correctness of the business process diagram is
checked with the help of an ontology reasoner. Our framework implements a service
selection algorithm based on a semantic matching between ontologies. This
algorithm is based on three criteria: the context, functional and non-functional
properties. It performs the matching between the context expressed by the user and
the category of a Web service, the matching between the number of inputs and
between the number of outputs, the matching between the parameters name, the
matching between the data types. It calculates the value of three QoS attributes for
each Web service. The originality of the calculation of the QoS attributes values relies on the fact that we take into account the variation of the values over a number of time gaps. The context is determinant to pursue or not the selection process. If the matching goes on, a score is provided to the Web services by the functional matching and by the QoS calculating. According to the scores and to the weights on the QoS attributes provided by the user, candidate Web services are ranked. The richness of BPMN and the power of the ontologies coupled with a sophisticated selection algorithm, is a promising proposition to reach dynamic and automatic business processes implementation. Nevertheless, some improvements remain to be done on the framework. The business process checking validates only the diagram. It does not check the consistency of the inputs and outputs of the whole business process. A future work will be to propose a method to perform the consistency checking. Currently, in WSOnto, the Web services are organized into service categories that are linked to a set of keywords. With an increasing number of stored Web services, some keywords of different categories will overlap at one point. This contrasts with our original purpose of using keywords in context matching to filter the set of appropriate Web services, and to reduce the execution time in the service selection process. To solve this issue, we plan to propose a Web service domain and link Web services to domains.
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